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ABSTRACT: The protein human serum albumin (HSA) is able to
readily crystallize in the presence of trivalent cations, whereas this
is not the case for the homologous protein in cattle, bovine serum
albumin (BSA), although both have analogous functions as well as
similar physicochemical properties. To understand the underlying
interactions and mechanisms, we investigated their bulk phase
behavior with CeCl3 by visual inspection, optical microscopy, and
small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS). The results reveal that both
proteins undergo reentrant condensation and liquid−liquid phase
separation (LLPS). However, the LLPS binodal for HSA shifts
toward lower protein concentrations than that for BSA, indicating a
stronger intermolecular attraction in HSA solutions at the same
compositions, consistent with SAXS measurements. Moreover,
crystallization occurs within the condensed regime of HSA, but no crystallization was observed for BSA. Adsorption studies at a
hydrophilic SiO2 surface demonstrate that both systems show reentrant adsorption with a higher amount of adsorbed BSA, likely due
to enhanced cation-mediated interactions and/or hydrogen bonds. We conclude that the higher surface hydrophobicity of HSA
could explain the experimental observations. These additional hydrophobic interactions not only strengthen the attraction between
the proteins but also provide directional and specific protein−protein contacts, which are favored for protein crystallization. This
work further demonstrates the sensitivity and complexity of protein interactions in solution: subtle differences in molecular structure
lead to a dramatic change in their phase behavior. Generalization of these findings can pave the way toward, e.g., better drug design
and improve medical treatment.

■ INTRODUCTION

Crystallization of macromolecules, e.g., proteins, is relevant in
many fields such as pharmacology or structural biology.
Although much effort is put into this research, the underlying
mechanisms and interactions triggering crystallization are until
now not fully understood. To elucidate the question which
intermolecular interactions are required for crystallization, we
performed systematic investigations on the interactions in
aqueous HSA as well as in BSA solutions in the presence of
solely multivalent cations as additives since only the former
were reported to crystallize.
Serum albumin is the most abundant protein in the

bloodstream with a physiological concentration of roughly 40
mg/mL.1 In general, plasma proteins have two key
physiological functions: maintaining the fluid balance by virtue
of their colloid osmotic pressure and serving as carriers of small
molecules.2 Each mammal has its own albumin version (e.g.,
human serum albumin (HSA) for humans and bovine serum
albumin (BSA) for cattle) since the respective primary and
tertiary structures underwent a different evolution within the
respective species.3 Universally, however, the heart-shaped

serum albumin molecules are formed by three homologous
domains (I, II, and III), each of which consists of two
subdomains of similar structural motifs.3,4 The subdomains IIA
and IIIA contain hydrophobic cavities, which are mainly
responsible for ligand binding.3,4 Several structural features are
conserved in all mammalian serum albumins such as the highly
helical tertiary structure and the characteristic pattern of the 17
disulfide bridges, indicating a canonical structure.3 Due to their
important role in the body, the binding to different ligands and
the phase behavior of serum albumin were and still are
investigated in great detail.1,4−16 In numerous scientific studies,
however, BSA is used instead of HSA because of its easier
accessibility, and the subsequent results are transferred to
HSA.3 While the two homologues do indeed share multiple
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similar properties, there are also vital differences, since HSA is,
for example, thermally more stable than BSA as well as more
hydrophobic.17,18

Several of the different properties between the homologues
can be explained with their structural differences and the
resulting interactions. Regarding the primary structure, mature
HSA contains 585 amino acids, whereas BSA contains only
583 amino acids.3 In combination with slight differences in
their sequence, this results in the fact that HSA and BSA only
have 75.8% sequence identity.3 Therefore, changes in the
primary structure can be found, which are highly correlated
with the evolution of the respective species.3 Although there is
a large degree of similarity between BSA, HSA, ESA (equine
serum albumin), and LSA (leporine serum albumin), a number
of differences in the binding pockets and especially variations
in the respective surface structures and charge distributions
were found.3

From a colloidal point of view, HSA and BSA are both
globular proteins with a net negative charge at neutral pH.19

They are not only of physiological interest but also considered
as model proteins and used for studies investigating protein
adsorption, protein−protein interaction, gelation, or crystal-
lization.10−13,20−23

In previous work, it was established that trivalent salts
induce a rich phase behavior, similar to that shown in Figure 1,

and possibly even crystallization of globular pro-
teins.10−13,20,22−26 In this context, crystallization of HSA with
YCl3 and CeCl3 was observed, but no crystallization of
BSA in the presence of multivalent salts was re-
ported.10,12,13,19,20,22,24,27 To investigate this dissimilar crystal-
lization behavior and the underlying interactions, in this work,
we systematically studied the bulk phase behavior of HSA and
BSA in the presence of CeCl3 by visual investigation, optical
microscopy, and small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS). In
addition, we studied the adsorption behavior of these two
systems at a solid−liquid interface to further evaluate the
interactions of these two homologous proteins to obtain better

understanding about why HSA crystallizes in the presence of
multivalent cations, whereas BSA does not.

■ EXPERIMENTS AND METHODS
Materials and Sample Preparation. The proteins and the salt

used were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich, now Merck, and used as
received. The purities were 97% for HSA (product no. A9511), 98%
for BSA (product no. A7906), and 99.99% for CeCl3 (product no.
429406). Stock solutions were prepared by dissolving the protein and
salt in deionized (18.2 MΩ), degassed Millipore water. The
concentration of the protein solutions was determined with an
ultraviolet−visible (UV−vis) spectrophotometer (Cary 50 UV−vis
spectrometer, Varian Technologies) using an extinction coefficient of
0.531 mL mg−1 cm−1 at a wavelength of 278 nm for HSA and 0.667
mL mg−1 cm−1 for BSA.28 All samples were prepared by mixing the
required amount of deionized, degassed Millipore water, protein stock
solution and salt stock solution. All samples had a pH (between 6.2
and 6.9) above the respective pI of the proteins, measured with a pH
meter from Mettler Toledo (Germany). No additional buffer was
used to avoid the effect of co-ions. All samples were prepared and
investigated at 21 ± 1 °C.

Determination of the Phase Diagram. The phase diagrams of
BSA and HSA with CeCl3 were determined by visual inspection.
Samples of protein concentrations (cp) at 5, 20, 50, 80, and 100 mg/
mL were prepared for HSA and cp = 5, 20, 50, 60, 80, 100, 150, and
160 mg/mL for BSA at varying salt concentrations (cs). The mean cs
of the last clear and first turbid or last turbid and first clear sample is
referred to as c* or c**, respectively. The respective c* and c** phase
boundaries (with c* < c**) are plotted in Figure 1.

The dilute branches of the LLPS binodals (triangle markers in
Figure 1) were determined by UV−vis spectroscopy. Samples were
prepared with two different cp, i.e., with cp = 150 and 160 mg/mL for
BSA, and with cp = 80 and 100 mg/mL for HSA, and varying cs to
ensure reproducibility. Since the binodals thus obtained for different
protein/salt conditions are nearly identical within one protein, only
one data set is shown for better clarity. The macroscopic phase
separation was ensured by visual inspection (see exemplarily Figure
S1 for BSA). For the binodal determination, the samples tubes were
centrifuged for 8 min with 5000 x g to separate the dilute and the
dense phase. Afterward, the concentration of the dilute phase was
determined with a UV−vis spectrophotometer. Note that the
complete LLPS binodal needs to consider both protein and salt
partitioning in the two liquid phases, which leads to an ellipsoidal-
shaped closed loop in regime II (see refs 11, 22, 27). In this work, we
focus on the minimum protein concentration needed for LLPS in BSA
and HSA solutions in the presence of trivalent salt; thus, only the
protein concentrations in the dilute phases were determined.

Optical Microscopy. An optical microscope (Axio Scope.A1, Carl
Zeiss AG) was used for optical investigations of the samples. Images
were recorded with a camera (Axio-Cam ICc5, Carl Zeiss AG) using
the software ZEN Lite 2012. Samples were prepared in a separate
tube. Afterward, 25 μL were transferred into a Gene Frame (1 × 1 cm
with a thickness of 0.25 mm from Thermo Scientific, Germany) on a
glass slide and subsequently covered with a cover slide.

For crystallization experiments, multiple conditions were inves-
tigated to check for the optimal crystallization conditions. Samples
were directly transferred into the Gene Frame and after 14 days, the
presence or absence of crystals was recorded. This study was carried
out for samples containing 20, 35, 50, and 80 mg/mL HSA with
varying CeCl3 concentrations. For BSA solutions, the samples used for
the determination of the phase diagram were kept for several weeks to
monitor the crystallization behavior.

Small-Angle X-ray Scattering (SAXS). SAXS measurements
were performed at the Petra III beamline P12 (Hamburg,
Germany).29 With a sample-to-detector distance of 3 m and an X-
ray energy of 10 keV, a q-range of 0.03−7.3 nm−1 was achieved. The
sample was exchanged using a flow cell. For each sample, 40
exposures of 0.045 s were checked for radiation damage and averaged.
The 2D intensity pattern was azimuthally averaged to obtain the

Figure 1. Phase diagram of HSA-CeCl3 (red) and BSA-CeCl3 (blue).
Both phase diagrams were determined at 21 °C. The straight lines
corresponding to c* and c** are fits to the respective values
determined by visual inspection. Note that the experimental data for
LLPS (triangles) include only the determination of protein
concentration within the dilute phase at different cs, since we focus
on the minimum protein concentration needed for LLPS (onset) in
BSA and HSA solutions in the presence of CeCl3. The determination
of the complete LLPS loop would require the determination of the
salt and protein partitioning within the respective liquid phases. A
hypothetical complete LLPS loop for BSA is drawn as black dotted
ellipse based on refs 11, 22, 27 (which used other conditions).
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intensity profiles. Afterward, the solvent background was measured
the same way and subtracted.
Additional SAXS data were collected with a Xeuss 2.0 instrument

(Xenocs, Grenoble, France) employing a GeniX 3D microfocus X-ray
tube with a copper anode, using an X-ray wavelength of 0.154 nm.
With a sample-to-detector distance of 1850 mm, the employed Pilatus
300K detector covered a q-range of 0.055−2.25 nm−1. Quartz
capillaries with a diameter of 2 mm were used for this setup. Each
acquisition time was 30 min.
To determine the reduced second osmotic virial coefficient B2′ =

B2/B2
HS with B2

HS = 16πR3/3 being the second virial coefficient of hard
spheres, the data were fitted with a sticky hard sphere (SHS) model30

using IGOR PRO 6.37 in combination with macros provided by
NIST.31 The potential for particles with radius R is described as
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with β = 1/kBT. τ stands for the stickiness parameter and Δ denotes
the width of the square well. A pertubative solution of the Percus−
Yevick closure relation was used to calculate the structure factor.32,33

Prior to their investigation, the samples were briefly centrifuged
and only the clear supernatant was examined. The protein
concentration of the HSA samples was determined with the help of
the binodal in the phase diagram (Figure 1) in a 10 mg/mL range and
for the BSA samples, a concentration range between 40 and 50 mg/
mL was assumed since the initial concentration was 50 mg/mL and
no LLPS occurred for these conditions. With the specific volumes of
0.735 mL/g for BSA34 and 0.754 mL/g for HSA,35 the respective
volume fractions were calculated. Similar to refs 33, 36, Δ was set to
0.01 σ to avoid artificial coupling with τ, the axes of the ellipsoid were
fixed to ra = 1.8 nm and rb = 6.1 nm and the scattering length density
(SLD) of the ellipsoid was set to 1.24·10−7 nm−2. Since HSA and BSA
are similar in size and shape (see Table 1), the same values are used
for both proteins.

In the limit Δ → 0, which is used here, the reduced second virial
coefficient can then be calculated by

B
B

lim 1
1

40

2

2
HS τ

= −
Δ→ (2)

Due to aggregation or further LLPS within the samples indicated by a
strong increase of intensity at low q-values (< 0.1 nm−1) (see Figure
3), the model was only applied for q-values ≥ 0.1 nm−1.
Representative fits are plotted in Figure S2.
For protein solutions with a cs of 1 mM, a screened Coulomb (SC)

potential37,38 was used to describe the effective interactions.
According to ref 39, the axes of ra = 1.7 nm and rb = 4.2 nm for
low cs were used. The SLD of the ellipsoid was again set to 1.24·10−7

nm−2, the temperature to 293 K, the monovalent salt to 0.006 M
(having the same Debye length as 1 mM CeCl3) and the volume
fraction was calculated similarly to the SHS fits. Similar to the

procedure above, the model was applied only for q-values ≥ 0.1 nm−1.
The respective fits can be seen in Figure S3.

Quartz Crystal Microbalance with Dissipation (QCM-D).
Protein adsorption measurements were performed with a Q-Sense
Analyzer (Biolin Scientific, Sweden).40−42 The samples were mixed
and 5 mL of the protein/salt mixtures was pumped into a previously
degassed Milli-Q water-calibrated QCM-D cell. The signal of the
adsorption process was recorded for approximately one hour and the
cell was subsequently rinsed by Milli-Q water to detect irreversibly
bound proteins. Native silica-coated quartz sensors (product no. QS-
QSX303 from Quantum Design, Germany) were used as substrates
for this setup. The flow cell was inverted during the complete
measurement and cleaning, i.e., with the substrate on top of the
solution, to avoid sedimentation effects. After each measurement, the
flow cell was cleaned in situ in three steps with 2% Hellmanex,
ethanol, and water. The QSoft software was used for data collection
while Dfind and QTools (Biolin Scientific) were used for data analysis
and figure generation. Since the dissipation (D) was > 0, a viscoelastic
(Voigt) model was applied for the data collected.43,44 More details
regarding data analysis and fitting parameters can be found in refs 12,
13, 20. Each adsorbed protein layer thickness d at the solid−liquid
interface is the mean of at least three individual measurements to
check for reproducibility and to estimate the error of the
measurement. Thus, the error bars indicate the respective standard
deviations.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Phase Diagram. As a first step, the respective phase
diagrams were established. Figure 1 shows experimental phase
diagrams of HSA and BSA in the presence of CeCl3. While
parts of the phase diagram of HSA-CeCl3 were already
discussed in a previous work,10 the BSA system was newly
established in the context of this study. One can see that HSA
and BSA both show a rich phase behavior including reentrant
condensation (RC) and liquid−liquid phase separation
(LLPS) in the presence of CeCl3 (see Figure 1). This rich
phase behavior has been established for net negatively charged,
globular proteins in the presence of multivalent salts, but can
also be found in solutions of positively charged proteins and
negatively charged polyoxometalates.10,12,13,20,22,23,25,45,46 The
proteins initially repel each other by virtue of their negative
charge, forming a clear and stable solution (regime I). By
increasing cs and crossing c*, the proteins macroscopically
aggregate/condense, which leads to an optically turbid
solution. In this turbid solution, the multivalent cations bind
to the carboxyl groups at the protein surface, therefore weaken
the repulsive forces between the initially negatively charged
proteins, and the effective attraction is strong enough to cause
protein condensation (regime II).25,45 By further increasing cs,
above c**, the attractive interactions between the proteins
become weaker and the solution becomes clear and stable
again (regime III), which is defined as RC.19,24,25,45 The
driving force for this behavior was found to be an effective
charge inversion of the proteins.25,45 In regime II, a metastable
LLPS regime can occur, if the effective attractive protein−
protein interactions are sufficiently strong.11,47 Samples
prepared under conditions inside this LLPS regime phase
separate into a dense and a dilute liquid phase.
The comparison of the HSA with the BSA phase diagram

shows a shift of the LLPS binodal about three-fold higher
protein concentrations for BSA (72 vs 22 mg/mL), indicating
stronger attractions in HSA than BSA solutions under the same
condition. The slight shift of c* and c** can be explained by
the fact that BSA has two acidic residues more than HSA,
meaning more negatively charged (see Table 1),19 and thus

Table 1. Physicochemical Properties of BSA and HSA

BSA HSA

molecular weight [kDa]53,54 67 66.5−69
hydrodynamic radius RH [nm]53 3.3−4.3 3.3−4.1
# amino acids3,55 583 585
# positive/negative residues19 80/91 80/89
pI19 4.6 4.6
charge (pH 7) [e]19 −11 −9
overall hydropathy Ω18 −279.2 −230.8
secondary structure [%]14,56

(α-helix/β-sheet/β-turn)
(53/14/4) (66/4/22)
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more cations are required to balance the electrostatic repulsion
and induce the phase transitions.
Crystallization. After establishing the phase boundaries

and the LLPS binodal, we focused on protein crystallization
and the crystallization conditions within the phase diagram.
Crystallization of HSA in the presence of multivalent salt has
been reported in the literature, but so far not for
BSA.10,12,13,19,20,22,24,27 The conditions of HSA-CeCl3 crystals
or their absence after 14 days for numerous conditions are
plotted in Figure 2. Representative images of HSA crystals

grown under different conditions are shown in Figure S4. It is
clearly visible that crystallization mainly occurs in regime II,
especially in the lower half, including both conditions outside
and inside the LLPS area. A detailed study of the role of LLPS
on nucleation has been performed for this system and the
reader is referred to ref 10 for more information. The absence
of crystallization in the upper part of regime II will be
discussed in the Discussion section.
In contrast to HSA, none of the BSA samples crystallized. In

fact, no BSA crystals were observed for any set of conditions
studied in our work. This is also true for BSA with other
multivalent salts, namely, YCl3, HoCl3, LaCl3, LaI3, and YI3
(see exemplarily SAXS data of BSA-LaI3 in Figure S5), and
thus apparently a rather general effect.
Effective Bulk Interaction Characterized by SAXS. As a

next step, the effective intermolecular bulk interactions
resulting in the different crystallization behavior were
characterized by SAXS. Figure 3a shows raw SAXS data of a
set of samples containing 50 mg/mL HSA and varying cs and
Figure 3b shows the corresponding data for 50 mg/mL BSA.
In both figures, first, an increase in the low q intensity can be
observed upon increasing cs, indicating increasing attractive
interactions. Simultaneously, the correlation peak at q ≈ 0.5
nm−1, which denotes a dominant electrostatic repulsion
between the particles in solution, vanishes. At moderate cs, a
maximum of the low q-intensity is visible, and for a high cs, it
decreases again. This behavior corresponds well with the phase
diagrams shown in Figure 1, in which the three different
regimes are observed. In the condensed regime (regime II), the
inter-particle attraction is strong enough to induce protein
aggregation/condensation. The trend of SAXS profiles
observed in Figure 3 is consistent with previous
works investigating intermolecular interactions of RC
systems.12,23,33,36

To quantify these observations, B2′-values from the model fit
are plotted in Figure 4. B2′ is a measure of the intermolecular
interactions of a system. B2′ < 0 implies a net attraction,
whereas B2′ > 0 represents a net repulsion. The B2′-values
slightly decrease for both proteins upon increasing cs, reach a
minimum (which is negative, hence attractive) in regime II and
increase again in regime III. Unfortunately, the model is
physically limited to attractive interactions, hence, the B2′-

Figure 2. Conditions of HSA-CeCl3 crystallization recorded after 14
days; 20, 35, 50, and 80 mg/mL HSA samples were investigated at
varying cs. Conditions which showed crystals are shaded gray within
the HSA-CeCl3 phase diagram.

Figure 3. SAXS intensity curves of samples containing (a) 50 mg/mL
HSA and (b) 50 mg/mL BSA and varying CeCl3 concentrations of
1−50 mM.

Figure 4. (a) Reduced second virial coefficients B2/B2
HS and (b)

1/I(q→0)-behavior of the raw SAXS data of HSA and BSA samples
with cp = 50 mg/mL and varying cs presented in Figure 3. The
respective phase boundaries are also plotted. c**(both) represents the
c** boundary, which is identical for HSA and BSA. For all images, the
errors are typically at least one order of magnitude smaller than the
respective data values and therefore not plotted for clarity.
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values of regime I, approaching c*, could not be determined by
this procedure. However, the results are in good agreement
with the phase diagrams shown in Figure 1, showing a
reentrant strength of attraction with the strongest attractions in
regime II. Comparing HSA with BSA shows that HSA has
lower B2′-values and therefore stronger attractions in regime II
while this trend is opposite when crossing c**.
For further understanding of the effective interactions, a

model-free analysis was applied. 1/I(q→0), i.e., the inverse
intensity at low q-values (close to 0), is also a measure of the
intermolecular interactions of a sample, since it is proportional
to the isothermal compressibility of the system investigated
and the respective second osmotic virial coefficient B2.

48 The
respective curves can be found in Figure 4b. Since it is a
model-free analysis, it is not limited to attractive conditions
like the SHS analysis, but also low cs can be investigated. Here,
the sharp decrease from repulsive forces to attractive forces is
visible when crossing c*. Otherwise, they exhibit the same
trend as the respective B2′-curves with the only difference being
the additional bump in the second regime for HSA. This
additional increase and decrease was found to be caused by
LLPS. In the virial expansion of the structure factor (eq 3), ρ is
proportional to cp, hence, a change in cp of the measured dilute
phase due to LLPS affects the 1/I(q→0)-behavior and causes
this bump at cs = 8 mM.33,49 These results are consistent with
the phase diagrams which show LLPS for HSA at 50 mg/mL,
but not for BSA (see Figure 1).

S q B1/ ( 0) 1 2 ...2ρ→ = + + (3)

As a last step of the SAXS analysis, an SC potential was fitted
to the protein samples with the lowest cs, i.e., with 1 mM CeCl3
(see Figure S4), to compare the pure proteins (without or with

little salt). The curves and fits are nearly identical with the only
difference being a decrease at very low q-values for BSA
compared to an increase for HSA, which might stem from HSA
aggregation. The net charges resulting from the fits are −14 e
and −13 e for BSA and HSA, respectively. Similar to ref 19, a
slightly more negative charge is obtained for BSA. These
results indicate that the proteins behave similarly without (or
with little) salt added, but BSA is slightly more negatively
charged.

Adsorption Studied by QCM-D. In this section, the
adsorption behavior of HSA and BSA solutions at a
hydrophilic, negatively charged SiO2 surface is presented to
further elucidate the strength and nature of the interactions of
these two proteins. Figure 5 shows the raw data of samples
containing a protein concentration of 20 mg/mL and different
salt concentrations (0, 1, 2, 5, and 20 mM). Similar frequency
decreases (roughly proportional to the amount of adsorbed
protein) can be seen for both BSA and HSA samples, whereas
the dissipation increases are more pronounced for BSA. Figure
6 shows the respective calculated thicknesses based on a full fit
following ref 12. A complex adsorption behavior is recorded for
both HSA and BSA. Initially, an increase in adsorbed protein
layer thickness d can be observed until a maximum value is
reached. Increasing cs further results for both proteins in a
decrease in d until the adsorption layer saturates in regime III,
known as reentrant adsorption (RA).12,13,20 This result is in
line with previous work on similar systems.12,13,20,50 The
observation of a maximum adsorbed amount is also consistent
with the bulk data, which show a maximum of attraction in the
second regime. Figure 6b presents the irreversibly adsorbed
protein layer after rinsing for both systems. The overall
thickness is significantly reduced, but the similar trends remain.

Figure 5. Raw QCM-D data of samples containing (a) 20 mg/mL BSA or (b) 20 mg/mL HSA with different cs values. The frequency of the 9th
overtone is plotted in blue, whereas the dissipation is plotted in red. For clarity, only one condition of each regime is plotted. The different cs values
represent all individual regimes in the phase diagram.
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With zero or low cs, the adsorption thickness d is slightly
higher for HSA than that for BSA, which is expected as HSA is
more hydrophobic and has less surface charge. This
observation is consistent with the literature: Kurrat et al.
reported that in HEPES and PBS buffer, HSA has a thicker
adsorption layer than BSA.51 The interesting observation is
that in regimes II and III, more BSA adsorbs at the surface than
HSA. If we only consider the bulk behavior, it may seem
surprising at first glance that more BSA are adsorbed at the
surface than HSA including the irreversible bound proteins
(see Figure 6) since weaker intermolecular interactions are
observed in bulk for BSA. This can be explained, though, by
the fact that BSA is more hydrophilic than HSA,18 hence, more
BSA proteins adsorb at the hydrophilic surface. In addition,
BSA is more negatively charged than HSA (see Table 1),19 In
our previous work on protein adsorption in the presence of
multivalent cations (see refs 12, 13, 20, 50), we have
demonstrated that indeed the cation-mediated interactions
lead to an enhanced adsorption at hydrophilic interfaces, i.e.,
the trivalent cations preferentially adsorb to the natively
negatively charged silicon wafer. Further, the specific
interactions between these adsorbed cations and the carboxyl
groups on the protein surface enhance the protein adsorption.
Therefore, as BSA has two acidic residues more than HSA,19

BSA provides more possible binding sites for the cations and
thus induces stronger binding, and possibly denser packing, to
the surface, and the cation-mediated adsorption leads to a
thicker layer for BSA compared to HSA in regimes II and III.
Note that all samples used in the QCM-D were below the

LLPS binodal, and were thus not phase separated. In a recent
publication, we have shown that the adsorption is enhanced
inside or close to the LLPS binodal.20 Since the HSA
conditions are located just outside the binodal compared to
the BSA conditions, which are far away from the binodal, one

would expect a higher d for the HSA samples. Since actually
the opposite is the case, we attribute this to strong cation-
mediated adsorption and/or hydrogen bonds of BSA with the
substrate. Another aspect one has to take into account is that
QCM-D also detects water in the adsorbed layer. Since BSA is
more hydrophilic,18 more water molecules should be coupled
to the protein and hence an increased thickness should be
observed compared to HSA.
As shown in Figure 5, QCM-D provides also the dissipation

parameter D, which is a measure for the viscoelastic properties
of the media investigated. In regime II, D is roughly twice as
high for BSA as for HSA (see Figure 5), suggesting a denser
and stiffer (i.e., more “solid-like”) layer for HSA. In accordance
with this, the viscosity of the HSA layer is approximately twice
of the BSA layer. A high viscosity may be due to strong
protein−protein interactions and may correspond to binding
and cluster formation,52 which is consistent with the SAXS
measurements in Figure 4.

Discussion. Due to the highly complex structure of
globular proteins, different properties and parameters simulta-
neously influence their bulk and interface behavior. To provide
a comprehensive discussion, the following section highlights
similarities as well as differences of HSA and BSA deducing the
key mechanism triggering the different bulk (crystallization)
and adsorption behavior of BSA versus HSA. Here, the main
focus lies on their secondary structure, the binding behavior of
various ligands, and the respective behavior at interfaces as well
as in bulk. Some physicochemical parameters are listed in
Table 1.
HSA was found to bind lanthanides in blood serum.57 The

ions of cerium and the transition-metal ions of yttrium were
found to bind at negatively charged glutamate residues of HSA,
forming intermolecular crystal contact sites.10 Since each HSA
molecule binds four ions, 15.4 % of its surface area is
responsible for cation binding within a crystal.10 We note that
the role of the multivalent cations on protein crystallization is
similar to the one of anionic calixarene scaffolds, which are
used to mold to cationic proteins, and induce oligomerization
and crystallization.58 Further studies on BSA show that the
lanthanide metal ions Yb3+ and Gd3+ bind to BSA with four
equivalent affinity sites in a pH range of 6−7 (with association
constants Yb3+-BSA ≫ Gd3+-BSA).59 The authors conclude
that the Yb ions bind to histidine while the binding site of the
Gd ions is not fully clear.59 Hence, both proteins easily bind
lanthanide cations, which is also revealed in the RC phase
diagrams due to ion binding and bridging.19,24,60

Regarding their secondary structure, Blaber et al. report that
the helix propensity depends strongly on the hydrophobic
effect of the respective amino acids, which stabilizes the helical
structure.61 Since HSA has a higher fraction of α-helices, it is
reasonable to conclude that more or stronger hydrophobic
interactions are present compared to BSA. Akdogan et al.
actually report that the differences in hydrophobicity between
the albumins often occur at surface-exposed residues, which is
crucial for the rationalization that HSA is less hydrophilic than
BSA as evidenced by their hydropathy Ω (see Table 1).18 In
terms of intermolecular interactions, HSA is supposed to be
better at attracting and binding hydrophobic and amphiphilic
ligands.6,18 In contrast, interactions with water and hydrogen
bonding are hindered compared to BSA. These findings are
consistent with the adsorption data presented (see Figure 6).
In addition to the LLPS binodal shift, the biggest difference

in the respective bulk behavior is that HSA crystallizes in the

Figure 6. (a) Adsorbed protein layer thickness (d) of 20 mg/mL BSA
(blue diamonds) and HSA (red circles) on a SiO2 quartz calculated
from the raw data exemplarily shown in Figure 5 with the Kelvin−
Voigt model and (b) data after subsequent rinsing with water. Each
data point is the mean of at least three individual measurements. The
error bars indicate the respective standard deviation. Note that 20
mg/mL is outside and just at the border of the LLPS region for BSA
and HSA, respectively (see text for details).
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presence of multivalent cations and BSA does not. George and
Wilson stated in an empirical study that the intermolecular
attractions have to be in a relatively narrow range for crystal
nucleation.62 According to this study, the optimum crystal-
lization conditions are around or slightly below the critical
point of LLPS. Vliegenthart and Lekkerkerker calculated the
B2′-value at the critical point to be approximately −1.5.47 This
empirical study was rationalized by a kinetic model for the
growth rates of protein crystals. Schmit and Dill assume that
the protein can bind to the crystal surface in two ways:
productively (in the correct crystal orientation and alignment),
or nonproductively (in a noncrystalline orientation).63 Crystal
growth only occurs when proteins bind productively.63 They
propose that too strong attractions lead to nonproductive
attachment of proteins to the crystals.63 Since LLPS can be
observed for both HSA and BSA in the presence of multivalent
salts (see Figure 1) and both proteins show B2′-values ≤ −1.5
(see Figure 4), both proteins should theoretically have
attractions strong enough to induce crystallization. However,
we only monitor HSA crystals in our systems. This indicates
clearly that some differences between HSA and BSA (most
likely at the protein surface) do have to exist, which are
responsible for this dissimilar behavior.
It is also known that an interplay between anisotropic and

isotropic interactions is crucial for protein crystallization.64,65 It
seems that only ion bridging is not sufficient for serum albumin
to crystallize. It is able to induce an RC bulk behavior and
LLPS, but for crystallization additional forces are required.
This can also be seen from the fact that some crystal contacts
of HSA-Y3+ crystals are formed by solely protein−protein
interactions,10 which are assumed to be of hydrophobic nature.
These additional intermolecular contacts are believed to aid in
orienting and aligning proteins, resulting in a productive
binding to promote crystallization.63 The absence of HSA
crystallization at a high cs may be due to the high occupation of
binding sites by metal ions, which could block the protein−
protein contacts, or change the crystallization pathway (or
crystals simply need a much longer induction time, beyond the
observation time). We note in another system (BLG with
YCl3), crystallization near c* and c** shows different
pathways.25

The hypothesis that the additional hydrophobic interactions
of HSA drive crystallization is supported by the fact that either
highly hydrophobic or highly polar surface regions were
reported to have an increased probability of establishing crystal
lattice contacts.66 By increasing the hydrophobicity at the
protein surface, proteins can assemble in new crystal
packings.66 Approximately 68% of the contact area in cutinase
crystals is hydrophobic while around 30% of the total
hydrophobic area of the protein is involved in contact
formation, indicating the crucial role of the hydrophobic
interactions for protein crystallization.66 The hydrophobic
patches favor protein−protein interactions and counteract the
repulsive forces arising from charged functional groups, hence
contributing significantly to the formation of protein crystals.67

Further support is obtained by recent models indicating that
the fraction of exposed residues in combination with their
hydrophobicity plays a vital role in protein crystallization
propensity.68

We note that, while we have not observed BSA
crystallization in the presence of multivalent cations, BSA
was crystallized in specific systems using poly(ethylene glycol)
(PEG) as precipitant or at gas-liquid interfaces.3,69,70 In refs 3,

69, however, BSA was further purified by removing fatty acids
bound to the protein and/or eliminating dimers.71 In ref 70,
the protein was purchased from a different company, which
gives no information about its purification methods, and acidic
solutions (pH 4.3) were used. Hence, the degree of
purification of the proteins and the aqueous environment
differ compared to our system, which seemingly affects the
phase behavior substantially. In our work, we have observed a
variation of phase boundaries (such as c* and c**) due to the
usage of different batches, but in all batches HSA, crystallizes
under certain conditions. BSA, however, never crystallizes
under any experimental conditions employed by us.

■ CONCLUSIONS
In summary, we have studied the protein bulk phase behavior
and the adsorption at an interface for HSA and BSA solutions
in the presence of the trivalent salt CeCl3. Both systems exhibit
a rich phase behavior including RC and LLPS; however, only
HSA crystallizes in regime II, but BSA does not. SAXS
measurements confirm stronger intermolecular attractions for
HSA compared to BSA solutions in regime II. Protein
adsorption experiments at a hydrophilic, negatively charged
SiO2 substrate show a thicker layer for BSA in regimes II and
III, which is in good agreement with the cation-mediated
protein adsorption,12,13,20,50 where the more hydrophilic BSA
shows an enhanced adsorption behavior.
Although many physicochemical properties are similar (see

Table 1), both bulk and adsorption results show that crucial
differences between HSA and BSA exist. Especially for
crystallization, an interplay of isotropic and anisotropic
interactions is essential. While the multivalent cation binding
and bridging induce RC and RA, hydrophobic interactions and
hydrogen bonding fine-tune this behavior. Hence, the more
hydrophilic BSA seems to bind more strongly to water and to
negatively charged, hydrophilic surfaces, whereas the additional
hydrophobic forces of HSA are able to promote crystallization.
In conclusion, depending on the favorable or unfavorable
binding to ligands or surfaces, the whole range of interaction
types needs to be considered and accurately chosen for the
desired application. These findings are of vital importance in
many research areas, ranging from drug design to food
processing.
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